
Prologue to Little Red War Gods

Smarting from Christ’s rebuke, the angel Sibella proselytizes to a young Navajo, in
1820, in an earth and log dwelling. She listens patiently as he shares the legend of the
Little Red War Gods: “long ago, Navajo Holy Father (Christ’s equal) and White Shell
Woman, birthed identical twins NAYENEZGANI and TODESCHINI, to fight demons
afflicting my people. Sadly, the twins were too powerful. While at first they defeated only
monsters, soon, even biting flies seemed worth killing. The slaughter was so gross the
land was nearly stripped of life. We starved in mass and hung on the brink of extinction
until Navajo Holy Father gifted us the Animal Spirits with Blue Eyes, protectors, and the
twins left."

In the study of a grand villa, Sibella meets with fellow angel, Father Joseph. She’s
pensive, the legend of the war gods stalks her synapses. “Father, our mortal bodies can
live for centuries on Earth. Why have such longevity, if not to find a path back to
Heaven?”

Father Joseph looks away. “If such a path exists, it’s crowded with the faithless.”
He laughs. “You’d have to convert everyone in this world to Christianity to find it.”

Sibella kicks her horse into a gallop. “If I capture the Animal Spirits with Blue Eyes,
Navajo Holy Father should rebirth the twins: gods are vengeful afterall. Once the twins
return, young and vulnerable, I will convert them to Christianity and ally them to Christ.
Their union will place Christ above all other gods, and he will sweep away their faiths
with a spiritual flood. When the holy waters recede, everyone will be Christian, and I will
have a path home.”

EXTENDED LRWG SYNOPSIS

In 1840, in the southwesterly deserts of North America, with the capture of Pig, Sibella
nears the end of her quest to imprison all Animal Spirits with Blue Eyes. Only two spirits
remain: Musashi, steed to Navajo Chief, Ashkii Dighin, and Dezba, a spotted dog.

Aware of Sibella’s treachery, Chief Dighin ambushes her. Before his tomahawks can
strike home, Navajo Holy Father intervenes. In the form of the Sun, he enters Earth and
incinerates Dighin. He keeps Sibella alive or his need for vengeance will go unsatisfied.



Keane and Carter, the Little Red War God twins, are born 160 years later, in the year
2,000, to a caucasian family from upstate New York. The place of their birth and the
color of their skin are not what Navajo Holy Father planned for.

The twins are in the hospital nursery when Father Joseph pays a visit. With the help of a
nurse conspirator, he baptizes baby Carter. Moving to baby Keane, the baptism is
thwarted by Navajo Holy Father who turns Father Joseph’s oil and holy water into the
sacred corn and pollen of the Navajo.

Unbaptized, Keane is all but lost. Desperate not to lose the war after one battle, Sibella
and Father Joseph capture and imprison White Shell Woman, the Twin’s mother. She is
a bargaining chip should the unthinkable occur and the twins transition into world ending
killing machines.

Sibella and Father Joseph press their advantage with Carter. His atheist parents make
conversion difficult and Carter is at best agnostic with high school graduation near.
Sibella affects a full scholarship for Carter to Trinity College in Dublin: a seat of Christian
power. Once in Ireland, she arranges for him to live with a good Christian woman for a
house mom, and a Christian man, Alvin, for a best friend. For good measure, she
impregnates Carter’s dreams with nightmares about Indians killing him in hundreds of
awful ways.

Visiting Keane, in upstate NY, before his Junior year at Trinity, Carter shares his growing
want for a more “concrete” belief system. Keane is flip in his response, too focused on
his impending trip to Arizona to care for Grandmother Rood, just diagnosed with
terminal cancer. Arizona is the seat of Navajo power and Navajo Holy Father planted
the tumors to lure Keane.

Keane arrives at Grandmother Rood’s home with his dog Nascha. He’s met by Megan,
18, a cute Navajo girl; they share an instant attraction. Megan has the unfortunate task
of sharing bad news with Keane. When she asks Keane to pray with her, Keane
unexpectedly enters a trance and is visited by newly deceased Grandmother Rood. She
tells him to appreciate the “gift” and that, “they,” are watching. Then the Navajo Black
Man appears to him and the trance ends. Before Megan flees, she tells Keane to take
the necklace from Grandmother Rood. (Every religion has a black man in its vanguard.
Its sole purpose is the commission acts, good and evil, in the furtherance of their faith).

After the funeral, Keane calls Carter but gets voicemail for the hundredth time. Agents
for Sibella now block all communication to isolate Carter and make him more vulnerable



to persuasion. Frustrated, Keane goes in search of Megan. He shows grandmother’s
necklace, strung with a large piece of black rock, to attendants, at road side jewelry
stores, on the Navajo reservation. Finally a woman points him to a trailer park. There,
he is attacked by four Navajo men who beat him and Nascha and stick their
unconscious bodies in a shed.

He is found by Megan who chides him for trying to find her. It’s then that Dezba
the spirit dog appears, blue flames for eyes, nuzzling Keane. Megan is shocked,
declaring that such spirits were lost to her people two centuries ago and that, if it is
here, it is because Keane is holy. Dezba is just as surprised and runs off.

Carter is back at Trinity College in an Irish literature class. Sibella, just another college
student, sits nearby, her plan to convert him, face to face, now set in motion. Carter
complains about getting a C-, for his accurate portrayal of Yeats as agnostic. The
professor retorts “all Irish souls are inextricably entwined by faith.” Sibella vociferously
agrees with him much to Carter’s dismay.

Keane works on building a sweat lodge on a piece of land used by Megan’s family,
taking liberal breaks to get high. The local Navajo let him know he isn’t welcome. He is
ready to head back to NY, when Dezba reappears. She explains she’s uncertain why
she appeared to Keane, of all people, after so many years in limbo. Dezba conures a
mystical blue stairway which descends from out of nowhere. Keane is floored but
follows Dezba, entering a strange world that appears like outer space. But there are
blue stairways leading to massive bridges of every color and doors made of solid light.

She explains spirits use the bridges to shorten travel around the world. Then she
explains the Chalice of Life: a vessel found in the chests of sentient beings. The
essence the chalice contains can be used by spirits to give or take away power by
mixing from one cup to another. And Keane’s cup is twice the normal size. Keane
absorbs this strange fact. She says only twins and shaman have such large cups and
that if he is a twin, that an Animal Spirit with Blue Eyes appeared too, the consequences
would be dire. Keane holds his tongue. She tells him they will test to see if he is a
shaman.

Keane passes the shaman test when he is able to separate his spirit from his
body. Dezba is relieved and tells him about the Little Red War Gods and how the
Navajo are ashamed of them and would kill them if they returned if only to save
themselves. Keane deflects. She says she must leave and he should work on his
shaman skills and grow a garden to center himself and bolster Megan’s flagging
confidence.

Keane practices meditation and plants a few rows of wilting vegetables. Megan
helps but progress is slow. Emboldened by his frustrations, he decides to visit Carter as



a spirit and mix essences. Successful, albeit an awkward experience, his spirit returns
and sprinkles his chalice’s modified contents around his garden. When Keane emerges
from his sweat lodge, he finds deep springs of clear fresh water populate everywhere.
Buds of all shapes and sizes push up from the sand.

Carter and Alvin meet for pints and whiskey. He tells Carter that he is also having Indian
nightmares and is in a panic. He thinks they should see his priest. Later, the Christian
Black Man visits upon Alvin a need to kill the next man offending him. When Carter, on
his bicycle, cuts off Alvin’s truck, he flies into a murderous rage. He chases the unknown
cyclist. On the verge of running him over, Carter swerves towards Sibella who beckons
to him from the sidewalk. Alvin only clips the cyclist before crashing into a truck and
flying through the windshield. Carter crawls to Alvin and they recognize each other.
Alvin tells Carter his priest predicts an angel will save them. He draws a cross in blood
on Carter’s chest and takes his last strained breath.

In tears, Carter looks up to see Sibella holding his bicycle. He acknowledges her
role in saving his life. She tells him Alvin was right about the angel. Carter is shocked.
How could she know what Alvin said? She tells Carter to meet her in Glendalough
tomorrow. Glendalough is holy for Christians.

Paramedics bandage his many scrapes.

Keane tends to a plant, his skin is tan, hair twisted into long braids, his clothing Navajo.
Megan sits contentedly next to him. The garden is a hundred acres of springs, plants
and orchards, totally implausible for the desert. Their home is the center and pathways
extend out like wagon wheel spokes.

Megan tells him the garden is proof positive he is a holy. The President of the
Navajo nation arrives: President Ahkeah. She wishes to see the miracle first hand.

Nastas, 23, Navajo, badass, fit, capable, rides Musashi, unaware of his horse’s past as
a spirit animal.

An SUV drives through an opening in a hollowed out mesa: an arena. Black Rock, a
huge boulder, looms in the center.

DAN, who is white, and Becka, who is Navajo, emerge. They are both 18,
teenagers in love, there to consummate their marriage in the Navajos' holiest place.
They decorate their faces with Black Rock’s ever present black paint. Back in the SUV
Dan reveals the statue of White Shell Woman he’s taken from Father Matthews chapel,
where he and Becka live, and are part of Sibella’s, Lord’s Indians, cult.

Father Matthew panics when he sees the statue is missing.



When Becka touches the statue she enters a trance. Dan tries to pull back the
statue and it breaks in half.

Father Matthew cries out in pain as White Shell Woman floats from his body and
disappears.

The spirit of White Shell Woman appears in the SUV. She sings a song with
Becka.

Sensing his wife’s pain, Navajo Holy Father’s anger blossoms and, as the Sun,
he glows deep orange, heating up the area.

Father Joseph grasps his head in pain in his study.
Carter buckles over in pain in Ireland.
The sun threatens to set the land on fire.
Christ brings rain clouds to counter the Sun.
Nastas races towards White Shell Woman’s song, engulfed by Christ’s rains.
Becka climbs onto Dan and they complete the ritual with White Shell Woman

overlapping Becka, both rapturous.
Carter, walking shakily, has a vision of a ten foot tall Navajo Warrior carrying a

shield covered in tiny names.
Keane babbles, having a vision of a shaman with a fist of burning sage, wearing

arm bands covered in tiny names.
Flood waters engulf Dan and Becka’s SUV and White Shell Woman retreats

inside Becka. They are in danger of being swallowed by a river of water. Dan is knocked
unconscious. A desperate Becka leans from a broken window and sees Nastas on the
river’s edge.

Nastas spurs Musashi into the torrent just as Sibella, arriving on a blue staircase,
cuts Nastas’ arm to the bone. Their eyes meet and Sibella threatens him. He turns back
to Becka and drags her from the SUV before it sinks and they struggle back to shore.
Dan is lost.

Carter, back to normal, finds a church and asks for help.
Keane, also back to normal, assuages a worried Megan.
Nastas, bleeding to death, delivers Megan to a home to call for an ambulance,

before wandering into the desert. Nearly unconscious, he crests a hill to find Keane’s
garden. His blood filters through the sand and journeys to the corpse of Ahigha. Ahigha
awakens from the dead, as a wraith, howls in anger!

Keane and Megan, upon hearing of Dan and Becka’s accident at Black Rock,
surmise the gods must have fought. Megan thinks it is no coincidence that Keane’s
necklace is made from Black Rock. Keane doesn’t want to believe it. He is too
handicapped by his secret twin brother.

Nastas sees Keane and Megan and works Musashi towards them, only to be met
by the wraith Ahigha. They hug. Ahigha and Nastas are father and son. Nastas cries,



telling Ahigha how alone he has been since his murder. Ahigha tells Nastas he is back
from the dead because Navajo Holy Father pledged his return if Nastas was also
attacked by Sibella.

Ahigha causes Nastas to have a vision of him murdering Keane and Megan.
When Nastas wakes from the vision, his arm is healed. Blue flames unexpectedly spring
from Musashi’s eyes and he is finally free, played back into the conflict by Navajo Holy
Father. Nastas is overjoyed.

Sibella and Father Joseph meet with the leaders of the Lord’s Indians: Father
Matthew and his wife Kierin to discuss, among other things, White Shell Woman
transferring to Becka. Sibella isn’t happy.

Kierin is all too happy to report the Lord’s Indian’s at least, still, block
communication between the twins. Sibella informs them that the twins are still
communicating. That Keane, by sheer luck, mixes cups regularly with Carter. And
because Carter is baptized his essense helped regrow Eden in the desert. Even Father
Joseph is surprised to find out that if Carter is truly reborn Christian, and Keane mixes
with him in Eden, Eden will envelop the world and all will become Christian. Keane’s
failed baptism will be irrelevant.

Father Matthew pushes to understand what will happen if Carter doesn’t mix in
Eden. Sibella tells him there will be a last stand, with a last chance, to get both twins to
bow before Christ, on Christ’s own bridge, in the Lord’s Indian’s compound.

Megan takes Keane to attend a service at the Lord’s Indians Church. Father Matthew
informs the faithful that for the first time more Navajo attend church than not. Megan is
convinced the tip in the balance of power spurred the god battle in the sky and Black
Rock is being used against the Navajo. She is sure Keane’s Black Rock necklace and
Dezba are signs the Little Red War Gods are coming. Keane looks away.

President Ahkeah holds a barbecue in Keane’s garden with the leadership of the Navajo
and any tribesman who wish to join. They honor Keane for his garden and offer him a
position on the ruling committee as an Honoree with the Four Mountains. Keane eagerly
accepts.

Carter, at his house mom’s home, after the bike crash, bandaged, sleeps a fitful sleep.
Indians attacking in his dreams are able to damage him in the real world, an arrow
gashing his cheek.

The barbecue celebration is in full swing when Dezba races up to Keane, blue eyes
blazing fire. The tribe can’t believe one of their lost spirit animals has returned, and too



Keane. Dezba is shocked by the garden. She queries Keane on how such a garden is
possible for only a shaman. Keane lies. Dezba senses Carter and heads for Ireland to
confirm her worst fears.

In light of the extraordinary event, President Ahkeah proposes they bind in blood
with Keane, a first for the tribe with an outsider. Keane and President Ahkeah bind their
slashed wrists together with a thong, blood dripping into the sand, as Nastas’ blood
dripped: a signal to all, good and bad.

Keirin picks up Becka from the hospital.

Dezba arrives in Ireland and looks up at Carter in a window from the street. She sees
they are twins and that Carter is injured. She fires a healing ray in his direction, way
more powerful than intended. Carter is blown back from the window. He falls back into
bed, fast asleep, dreamless.

Nastas cooks fish by a river when Ahihga appears with a spear in hand. The father, son
reunion is short lived. He tells Nastas about the loathsome blood binding and how they
can’t allow the return of the war gods. They must kill Keane now, with the sunset,
chanting the Hard Flint Song. Nastas is horrified but participates with the Navajo Black
Man.

As Keirin and Becka drive to the Lord’s Indians compound, the Hard Flint Song
causes the sunset to pull from the horizon, in a circle, only hundreds of miles across,
waterfalls of light pouring down causing everyone to pass out with the exception of
Becka.

Keane’s barbecue is about to drown in the waterfalls of light. But the Hard Flint
Song does more to him, strangling his breath away and he passes out in Megan’s arms,
death imminent. Sibella arrives and tells Megan to keep Keane alive. The drowning light
causes everyone to pass out, Megan included. Sibella climbs on a blue stairway.

Nastas wakes up alone. He finds Musashi’s bloody hoof prints and sprints in
pursuit. Entering a canyon at full speed, he runs headlong into Father Joseph, his knife
entering his chest with such force he dies instantly. Sibella arrives and is horrified. She
tugs at a blade lined lasso around Musashi’s neck as a threat to Nastas to stay back.

She tells Nastas he must reverse the Hard Flint Song and if he does she will
change Ahihga from wraith to human. They chant the song in reverse and Nastas
passes out from the stress. Sibella chooses not to kill him.

Megan gives up trying to save Keane. She cries.
Sibella appears and blows a hard breath into Keane’s slack mouth and he sits up

without warning.
Nastas awakens and heads after Ahihga too Eden.



The Navajo Council wrestles with what happened, fearful of anyone capable of
casting the Hard Flint Song and also curious about the self proclaimed angel, Sibella.
They press Keane about his true self and still he keeps the twin part secret.

Dezba races back to Keane on the mystical bridges when she runs into 3 Navajo
Shaman Spirits on the way to Ireland: Carter. She turns back to Ireland. The race to
Carter is on.

Carter wakes up feeling great, completely healed. In fact, his muscles are much bigger.
Dezba accidentally triggered another aspect of Carter’s transformation with her healing
ray. Carter flees his oddly frisky house mom, bicycling to Glendalough to meet Sibella.

Waiting in a graveyard for Sibella to arrive, he is watched by a creature. Night
falling, he sleeps in the forest. The creature, Silver Tail, a young fox Spirit with Blue
Eyes, freshly escaped from Sibella, curls beside the shivering Carter.

A tornado of thorns and branches emerges from underground moving towards
Carter and Silver Tail, conjured by the 3 shamans still on route. Dezba arrives and
destroys the tornado just as Carter wakes to see the aftermath: a dog with smoking fur
and fiery blue eyes (like outside his window last night).

Animated roots grab Silver Tail but Dezba and Carter save him. Dezba tells
Carter to run. He runs until he ends up at the little tea house in the Glendalough hamlet.
Famished, he orders scones and takes a seat. To his shock, and glee, Sibella is there.
She queries him on his new muscles and his healed limbs. She tells him God healed
him, and he says it was a talking dog with flaming blue eyes.

Sibella grows angry knowing the Navajo interfere with Carter’s transition “Keane!”
She exclaims. Carter is shocked she knows his twin. Sibella tells Carter to wait for her.

Becka, alone in the huge Lord’s Indians compound, sneaks down onto the blue crystal
table (Christ’s Bridge) that sits at the bottom of an inverted pyramid. She wants to find
Dan in Heaven.

Sibella arrives in Eden, watches the Navajo men construct a huge sweat lodge made of
canvas to help the tribe heal after the terrifying sunset.

Keane enters the sweat lodge with 200 naked Navajo men, and Medicine Crow
begins the sweat.

Sibella causes all in attendance to have a vision of her and Keane and Carter
dressed like Christian Priests in church. She tells the Navajo, Carter and Keane are the
fabled twins and that they’re in Eden.



The real Keane isn’t fooled and confronts Sibella even as the vision continues to
his horror. Sibella tells Keane he must submit and receive the eucharist or all will be lost
if they become Navajo gods. It is a brilliant gambit.

Just then, Medicine Crow reveals he too isn’t fooled and all hell breaks loose.
Ahihga bursts in, hurting a spear at Keane, hitting Medicine Crow.

Father Matthew meets with Becka and causes White Shell Woman to appear - he is
horrified when White Shell Woman won’t return to him. He doesn’t want Sibella to know.

Medicine Crow crumples and Keane catches him. Ahihga sets fire to the lodge which
burns like a dry tinder. The Navajo men shout that Keane is in league with the
Christians and he is a fabled war god. They are terrified by this revelation.

Nastas sees black smoke coming from Eden.

President Ahkeah and Keane enter his personal sweat lodge. She urges him to use his
power to save Medicine Crow. He has the idea to mix cups with Carter and use the
essence as a healing drink.

Carter leaves the tea house in search of Sibella. He sees her at the base of a stone
tower. He tells her about the vision from the sweat lodge and he was going to receive
the eucharist but was interrupted. He says Sibella was there and had angel wings.

Sibella kisses him. She says an angel's kiss is the same as the eucharist and she
is his first communion.

Keane spirit travels to Carter and sees he is with Sibella. He knows they’re both
in jeopardy. He tells Sibella he wishes to save Medicine Crow by mixing with Carter. She
makes Keane mix with her.

Sibella drives away from Carter but not before she tells him the cross Alvin drew
on his chest is Christ’s mark. Then she gives him an ancient stone cross. Dezba and
Silver Tail watch from nearby. Carter heads back to Dublin on his bicycle.

The Lord’s Indians ride into the desert to Dan’s funeral. Becka and Eric talk about
White Shell Woman inside her.

Nastas gallops towards Eden, running into Ahihga’s war party of 10 Navajo
Warriors summoned from the 1840s. Ahihga tells Nastas to take the warriors to kill
Keane. And that he must return to Black Rock to regenerate.

Nastas battles Keane in Eden and injures Keane before retreating after the war
party is destroyed by the Navajo from the barbecue.



Keane tries to heal Medicine Crow with a Navajo prayer and nothing happens.
Knowing he mixed with Sibella, he tries a Christian prayer and it works. The Navajo
gasp. The rumors started in the burning sweat lodge are true. Keane is a Christian War
God.

Carter, alone, is attacked by the shamans who drag him from his bicycle. Carter
fights like a warrior, surprised by his aptitude and strength. The shamans draw swords.
The stone cross vibrates as he pulls it from his pocket. Their swords shatter against it.

Sibella’s red car pulls up and Carter jumps in, taking an arrow through the calf.

Carter wakes in bed. He examines his stitched calf. Ms. Kinelli pops in. She says a
young lady brought him home and he has a phone call.

The Navajo Black Man appears. He causes Ms. Kinelli to attack Carter. He
accidentally knocks her out and goes to sit on the stoop totally freaked out. Locked out
of the house, he is overjoyed to see Sibella pull up.

In the car, Carter tells Sibella he knows for sure she is an angel. They drink
together. She tells him that he is a Little Red War God, reborn. And that together they
must get Keane to pledge to Christ the way Carter is. When Carter falls asleep, Sibella
leaves him to fly back to NY from Dublin.

Megan consoles a despondent Keane, touching the Black Rock at his neck. Keane
mounts his horse Yellowtail, to ride to Black Rock. Nascha is there too. The weight of
what is to happen is omnipresent.

At Dan’s burial the Lord’s Indians pray, decked out in chainmail with swords and rifles.
Black Rock Arena is near.

Keane gallops into Black Rock Arena. He leaps from Yellowtail onto Black Rock’s flat
top. As he tries to stand the surface gives way and engulfs him in a foot of red muck.
The red muck turns to red water and flows away, leaving hundreds of blue spheres, the
eyes from captive spirits. Keane lifts two blue spheres up to examine them.

Nastas, sleeping on the face of Black Rock Arena, is called to rise by Musashi upon
seeing Keane’s arrival.

The Lord’s Indians see the blue eyes and conclude a spirit beckons. They mount up and
canter, carrying blue torches, Becka galloping ahead.



Suddenly the blue spheres absorb into Keane through his hands and his eyes turn blue.
He lights sage and starts to chant a blessing.

Nastas wakes to see Keane and the field of blue spheres around him. He sees the blue
lights of the Lord’s Indians charge in the distance, unsure what to think.

Navajo Black Man appears behind Keane and the burning sage turns into a whirlwind of
flame around Keane. Keane screams in pain and Navajo Black Man disappears.

The flames cause the Lord’s Indians to halt, except for Becka who barrels on.

Nastas charges atop Musashi.

Keane’s rattle explodes, extinguishing the flames. Searching for burns, he sees his skin
is Navajo red. He spins to see Nastas atop Musashi skittering towards him, knife drawn.

Carter is in Kennedy Airport when Sibella calls him. She says to meet her at the Marriott
in Times Square.

Keane parries Nastas’ stabs in the same unnatural way, Carter fought the 3 shamans.
Becka rushes in and is shocked to see Nastas, the Indian that saved her, fighting

a man.
Keane stabs Nastas and falls heavily from Black Rock, unconscious. Musashi

also falls but gets up quickly.
The Lord’s Indians arrive looking up at Keane.
Becka puts pressure on Nastas’ wound.

Carter, exhausted, falls asleep at the Marriott and misses his time to meet Sibella.
He enters Times Square and buys a hot dog.
People start to rush past him in a panic and he sees a group of 1840s Indians

charging on horseback towards him. A spear speeds towards his chest and he catches
it. He stands over an injured woman killing warrior after warrior and the police help.

The police approach Carter and survey him in connection with the carnage and
demand he surrenders.

Carter is engulfed by blackness. The Christian Black Man, outlined in hazy white,
tells him Sibella sends her love and they must help his brother. A blue stairway appears.

Ahihga wakes inside Black Rock to the sound of battle. He sends a telepathic message
to Musashi to open a portal for him.



Becka asks Keane if he is the war god and implies he should help Nastas as he
still lives.

Musashi kicks black rock and the face falls away leaving an opening.
Keane looks down only to dodge Ahihga’s spear tip as he leaps from Black Rock

stabbing upwards.
A brutal fight with Ahihga against the Lord’s Indians and Keane ensues. They

fight to a standstill. The battle is about to re engage when Musashi drops a blue sphere
onto Ahihga. It absorbs into his skin and he transforms from a wraith into a human.

He falls upon his son Nastas praying for him to live.
Inside Black Rock’s chamber, Keane drops the Black Rock necklace into his cup.
He returns to blow sage smoke on Nastas and his wounds disappear.
Sibella arrives and cuts off Ahihga’s head. Becka falls on top of Nastas begging

for his life. Father Matthew appeals for mercy and Sibella stays her blade.
Sibella chides Keane for his blue eyes and red skin.
Nastas wakes, and tells Sibella, Ahihga fought to kill the war gods to save

everyone from them, even Sibella.
Keane picks up a fallen sword and offers it to Nastas to kill him, to finish what his

father started.
Nastas swings the sword at Keane’s neck.
Sibella reacts too slowly to stop Nastas.
Suddenly Navajo Holy Father appears as the Sun, turning night to day. Everyone

is compelled to their knees by the brightness and heat. Black Rock lifts into the air then
explodes. Night returns. Everyone is unconscious.

Carter follows Christian Black Man through the bridge world as he explains Carter’s role
as a war god.

Keane wakes up to Dezba licking his face with Silver Tail looking on. Dezba comments
on his red skin and blue eyes. Keane sees he is alone and the blue spheres are gone.

Dezba tells Keane she knows he’s a war god twin. It’s a poignant moment as so
many lies were told.

Just then Carter arrives from a blue staircase. Christian Black Man doesn’t follow
him down.

Keane and Carter hug. Keane sees Carter already knows Dezba and Silver Tail.
Keane comments on Carter’s muscles.
Carter notices his skin isn’t red and his eyes aren’t blue.
Keane suggests they travel to his home to find Megan.

Carter is amazed by the garden. He tells Keane that Sibella calls it Eden.



Keane begs Carter not to see Sibella again. He introduces him to Doli. Doli
touches Keane’s red skin and stares into his blue eyes.

Keane admits to Megan that he and Carter are the gods.
Carter asks if he can go into the garden to pick fruit.
The rest of the party go into the hogan, joining the Navajo council, to talk about

what is to come.

Sibella surprises Carter deep in the garden. She tells him Keane is only bent upon
destroying everyone but the Navajo.

As they make love, and without Carter remotely noticing, Sibella reaches in and
lifts his cup out. She pours hers in with a Black Rock fragment and a blue sphere.

Carter is slow to notice his red skin and that he has transformed into a 10 foot tall
naked Indian. Sibella has to point it out.

Carter panics. Sibella tells Carter that when blood drips from every face he
should find Christ’s Bridge.

Silver Tail looks at Carter unhappily.
He stumbles back to Keane’s hogan.
Everyone files out of the hogan in shock.
Keane accuses Carter of screwing Sibella.
Without warning silver wraps appear around Keane’s arms with thousands of

glowing names.
Keane knows what is happening. He tries to pull Carter to the sweat lodge but it

is too late.
A shield appears on Carter’s arm. It has the same names as Keane’s arm wraps.
Dezba proclaims they are transforming.
Ancient armor now covers Carter and a tomahawk slides into his free hand.
Keane’s hair twists around a mummified vulture. His clothing turns to rough

animal skins sown with long hanging sinews. His red skin covers with thick white
powder.

Carter is upset he is the warrior god and Keane is the shaman god.
Carter disappears.
He reappears next to a man that raped a Navajo child and splits his skull open

killing him.
Next Carter appears at the side of a man who murdered his Navajo wife. He uses

thousands of lightning bolts to kill him and also kills everyone around them.

Megan asks who Carter is killing. Dezba explains that he will kill the worst offenders of
Navajo first then spread to any person or animal who wronged a Navajo in any way -
even if they only have a drop of Navajo blood - entire religions, all their people, can be



held responsible for tinkering with Navajo souls - and all must die - every Christian -
every white man.

Megan begs Dezba and Silver Tail to help Keane stop Carter. They fire blue light onto a
mediating Keane. Soon Keane’s spirit emerges from his mediating body. It flies off after
Carter.

Keane lands in front of Carter’s next victim. Carter causes a crevasse to open and kills
an entire neighborhood to kill one thin man.

Carter begs Keane to kill him.
Keane has no solution.
Carter spits out “Christ’s Bridge.”
Keane hasn’t heard of it.
Carter tosses down the shield, now free of names, and a much larger one

appears with endless new names.
New larger wrist bands appear on Keane.
Before Carter can kill a woman pushing a baby carriage arguing with a Navajo

over a parking space, Keane tries to stop him physically with a full nelson hold. Carter
breaks away and kills her and everyone near with a shower of flaming arrows.

Carter is broken, devastated by the killings but he can’t stop.

A mystical blue stairway appears with Sibella on its bottom step. She tells them to follow
her to Christ’s Bridge.

Keane is unhappy seeing Carter fold to Sibella’s sway.
On the stairway, Sibella assures Carter the killing is almost over. He proclaims

his love for her.
It is only a short bridge to the Lord’s Indian’s compound. They enter the inverted

pyramid.
Father Matthew and Becka are there with 20 Lord’s Indians on the West side of

the bridge.
Carter follows Sibella to the East end of the bridge.
Sibella puts the stone cross back around his neck.
Sibella tells Keane he must submit to a Christian Baptism and Christ will end

Navajo Holy Father’s rathe.
An angel appears with a vessel of holy water.
Carter looks happy with this simple solution.
Keane and Sibella argue, Keane throwing about accusations.
Keane squares off with Carter.



Sibella: “The gift of baptized war gods at his knee, will finally trigger Christ, to
convert everyone in the world to Christianity.”

Carter is thrilled.
Keane: “Brother, you see ‘Christ’s Bridge,’ as a path to Christ, because you were

baptized. I see it as a path to Navajo Holy Father.”
Keane touches his thick sage necklace and smoke pours out. He unslings the

club and raddle from his back. The vulture in his headdress caws. He smashes the
vessel of holy water in the angel’s arms.

The Lord’s Indians jump to battle.
Nastas enters with the three Navajo shaman spirits and a dozen 1840s warriors.

They pledge their desire to stay Navajo and join Keane. They charge the Lord’s Indians.
A vicious battle ensues. Carter cries in frustration with Sibella holding onto him.
Keane, Father Matthew (badly injured) and Becka are the only ones left standing.

Nastas is alive but has a gunshot wound to the chest.
Christian Black Man appears next to Sibella on the East side of the bridge.
Keane, bleeding from a dozen wounds steps onto the West side of the bridge.

Navajo Black Man appears next to Keane.
The four of them fight to a stand still until Sibella is able to deeply wound Keane.
Suddenly Dezba and Silver Tail arrive shooting blue beams at Sibella pushing

her back.
Sibella calls for Becka to unleash White Shell Woman.
White Shell Woman appears and moves to Sibella.
Keane calls to Carter to help him
But Carter is already disappearing and accuses Keane of forcing him to keep

killing.
Sibella moves to subdue Keane when White Shell Woman suddenly attacks her -

taking Sibella in a bear hug - and yanking her off the bridge into writhing red ooze.
Becka, “I’m with Keane because Sibella sacrificed Dan to start a battle that could

kill billions.”
Navajo Black Man pulls Christian Black Man into the ooze.
Keane crosses the bridge and disappears at its end.
Navajo Holy Father appears to Keane as the Sun.
He tells him that Carter must be stopped.
Navajo Holy Father tells Keane that the killing is done to equal out the scales of

justice which move with or without his want.
Jesus arrives and realizes he must make a concession. Instead of the twins

bowing to him, he will bow to them.



Carter reappears as a normal white man and is dressed as one. He tucks the stone
cross under his shirt.

Keane reappears as a normal white man dressed as a Navajo. He opens his
hands and healing pollen spreads over everyone. He assures Carter the killing is over.

White Shell Woman hugs her sons then crosses the bridge and disappears.
Christian Black Man withers. Navajo Black Man carries his body up a blue

staircase and disappears.
Sibella is frightened. Jesus appears to her and tells her not to worry. The Navajo

pollen is good for everyone and everyone will now follow the Navajo Way. Before he
goes, Jesus heals Father Matthew and Nastas.

Becka and Nastas hug. It is clear they will be together.
Keirin and Father Matthew are overjoyed to be together and alive.
Carter hugs Sibella and Silver Tail joins in.

Keane and Megan and Carter and Sibella watch the news vignettes of people all over
the world in their new Navajo Way.

It’s clear Carter isn’t as happy as everyone else with the new world order.
He and Silver Tail set off on a new adventure.


